DEC’s foremost and legally required goal must be the protection of the wilderness resource. That resource is fragile. We are not making more of it.

This is one shared, stressed ecosystem. In 2021 that ecosystem needs more forest rangers, more education, and a limited entry or permit reservation system. Why? In order to preserve the High Peaks ecosystem and the experience as a visitor.

So, thank you to the NYS DEC, the Adirondack Mountain Reserve/Ausable Club, Town of Keene and many collaborators for introducing a pilot reservation system at the AMR’s St. Hubert’s trailheads this summer.

This wilderness resource is limited, so we should fairly manage our daily use of it from this location. This is a pilot project. Let’s get started.

**For reservation information, go to:** www.hikeamr.org

---

**We can’t do this work without you!**

We invite you to become a member, make a donation, and sign up for our award-winning eNewsletter, *Dialogue for the Wild.*